
vesc ~ 0.7 m/s, assuming a bulk density of 470 kg/m3

(17), placing 67P well within the modeled BLF
regime for impact velocities up to 1.5 m/s (as
represented by Fig. 1). The accreted body is
spun up to a final rotation period Prot ~ 10 to 12
hours for Mt/Mp = 2 and Prot ~ 10 to 14 hours
for Mt/Mp = 4, depending on initial angular
momentum and final shape and elongation of
the resulting structure. Although consistent with
Prot = 12.7 hours for 67P, this is perhaps not
meaningful because Prot increased by 0.4 hours
before and after the comet’s 2009 perihelion (31).
A relatively narrow range of comet nuclei have

been observed by spacecraft: ~10-km radius at
largest (1P/Halley and 19P/Borrelly) and ~1 km
at smallest (103P/Hartley). For these sizes the
outcomes of collisions would be comparable to
those presented here, for a normalized impact
velocity vimp/vesc and normalized angular momen-
tum L/Lref to define the boundaries. For bodies
much larger than ~10 to 100 km, compaction of a
weak interior is expected (32) (fig. S1); this would
strongly influence the outcomes of collisions by
increasing the deep interior binding energy.
In simulations of BLF collisions, traces of the

projectile are smeared onto the target and piled
along the equator, suggesting the possibility of
distinguishing features in remote sensing. We
also consider the effect of successive collisions, as
these could potentially bury, cover, or otherwise
modify a preexisting structure. For this, we first
produced a cohesionless BLF collision target
(shape held by friction) with initial rotation Prot =
12 hours, followedby a large splat-forming collision
(Fig. 3). Splat formation is clearly possible with-
out destroying the preexisting bilobed structure.
We also consider tensile strength at the res-

olution scale (23) for cometesimals of mass ratio
1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 (figs. S4 to S6). Initially cohesive
bodies are partly or fully damaged by the col-
lisions (fig. S7), meaning that final shapes are
maintained only by friction, as in Fig. 1. For
tensile strength ~100 Pa, the results are compa-
rable to identical collisions with zero tensile
strength, and the distinct neck of 67P might be
better reproduced with some tensile strength
(Fig. 4). Greater tensile strength allows smaller
“heads” to form, as opposed to cohesionless bodies
and lumpy splats. There appears to be a tendency
to form more binaries and small satellites with
small tensile strength, although we have not eval-
uated the dynamical stability of pairs.
The major structural features observed on

cometary nuclei—evidence for layers and bilobed
shapes—can be explained by the pairwise accre-
tion of icy bodies with little tensile strength on
~10- to 100-m scales. Our analysis is compatible
with the low bulk densities of comets: Low ten-
sile strength implies high original porosity, while
the collisions result in only minor compaction.
These slow mergers might represent the quiet,
early phase of planet formation (3), before large
bodies excited the system to disruptive velocities,
supporting the idea that cometary nuclei are
primordial remnants of early agglomeration (33).
Alternatively, the same processes of coagulation
might have occurred among debris clumps ejected

from much larger parent bodies. Apart from re-
quiring the latter scenario to be consistent with
the cosmochemistry of nuclei, these clumps would
have to be similar in size to produce BLF collisions,
and nearly cohesionless, aspects for which there is
evidence in simulations of larger collisions (12, 34).
In either case, these structureswould have to avoid
catastrophic disruption until the present.
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GROUP DECISIONS

Shared decision-making drives
collective movement in wild baboons
Ariana Strandburg-Peshkin,1*† Damien R. Farine,2,3,4*†
Iain D. Couzin,1,5,6 Margaret C. Crofoot2,3*

Conflicts of interest about where to go and what to do are a primary challenge of group
living. However, it remains unclear how consensus is achieved in stable groups with
stratified social relationships. Tracking wild baboons with a high-resolution global
positioning system and analyzing their movements relative to one another reveals that a
process of shared decision-making governs baboon movement. Rather than preferentially
following dominant individuals, baboons are more likely to follow when multiple initiators
agree. When conflicts arise over the direction of movement, baboons choose one direction
over the other when the angle between them is large, but they compromise if it is not.
These results are consistent with models of collective motion, suggesting that democratic
collective action emerging from simple rules is widespread, even in complex, socially
stratified societies.

I
ndividuals living in stable social groups may
often disagree about where to go but must
reconcile their differences to maintain cohe-
sion and thus the benefits of group living.
Consensus decisions could be dominated by

a single despotic leader (1), determined by a hi-

erarchy of influence (2), or emerge from a shared
democratic process (3). Because decisions are typ-
ically more accurate when information is pooled
(4, 5), theory predicts that shared decision-making
should be widespread in nature (6). However,
in species that form long-term social bonds,
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considerable asymmetries in dominance and so-
cial power often exist, and some have proposed
that these differences give high-ranking individ-
uals increased influence over group decisions
(1, 7, 8). Determining how consensus is achieved
in these types of societies remains a core chal-
lenge for understanding the evolution of social
complexity (6, 9, 10).
We studied the collective movement of a troop

of wild olive baboons (Papio anubis) at Mpala
Research Centre in Kenya to examine how group
members reach consensus about whether and
where tomove. Baboons, long amodel system for
studying the evolutionary consequences of so-
cial bonds (11–13), live in stable multi-male, multi-
female troops of up to 100 individuals (11). De-
spite differing needs, capabilities, and preferred
foraging strategies (14–16), troop members re-
main highly cohesive, traveling long distances
each day as a unit, while foraging for diverse and
widely dispersed foods. How troops make collec-
tive movement decisions, and whether specific
individuals determine decision outcomes, remain
unclear. Attempts to identify influential individ-
uals by observingwhich animals initiate departures
from sleeping sites (17, 18) or are found at the front
of group progressions (19) have yielded conflicting
results (9). Studying collective decision-making
events requires many potential decision-makers
in a group to be monitored simultaneously—a
significant logistical challenge.
To tackle this “observational task of daunt-

ing dimensions” (8), we analyzed data from 25
wild baboons (~80% of our study troop’s adult
and subadult members, table S1), each fitted
with a custom-designed global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) collar that recorded its location every
second [Fig. 1 and movies S1 and S2 (20)]. We
developed an automated procedure for extract-
ing “movement initiations” based on the relative
movements of pairs of individuals (20). These
were defined as sequences in which one indi-
vidual (the initiator) moved away from another
(the potential follower) and was either followed
(a “pull,” Fig. 1 inset, left) or was not and subse-
quently returned (an “anchor,” Fig. 1). This de-
finition is agnostic to individual intention and
motivation. Although any particular movement
sequence may or may not reflect a causal rela-
tionship between initiator and follower (supple-
mentary text), analyzing aggregate patterns across
many sequences nonetheless yields insight into
the processes driving collective movement.
Our method is based on finding all minima

and maxima in the distance between pairs

of individuals, allowing it to capture pulls and
anchors occurring over a range of time scales,
from seconds to minutes [fig. S8 (21)]. It also
detects simultaneous movement initiations. We

aggregated concurrent pulls and anchors on the
same potential follower into “events” (20). We
then examined the behavior of potential fol-
lowers during these events, including whether
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Fig. 1. Extracting pulls and anchors frommovement data. Baboon trajectories (25 individuals) during
the first day of tracking. (Inset, left) Successful initiation (pull), where the initiator (red) recruits the
follower (blue). (Inset, right) Failed initiation (anchor),where the initiator (red) fails to recruit the potential
follower (blue). Other individuals’ trajectories are in gray.

Fig. 2. The probability of following depends on the number of initiators and their directional
agreement. Baboons are most likely to follow when there is high agreement among many initiators.
When agreement is low, additional initiators do not improve the chances of following and may decrease
them. The surface plot shows a GEE fit to the data (table S2).
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they followed any initiators, and if so, in which
direction they moved.
Our data show that the probability of follow-

ing depends on both the number of initiators
and their level of directional agreement. To quan-
tify directional agreement among concurrent ini-
tiators in an event, we calculated the circular
variance (cv) of the unit vectors pointing from
the potential follower to each initiator and de-
fined agreement as 1 – cv. This measure ap-
proaches 0 when individuals initiate in opposing
directions (low agreement) and 1 when all indi-
viduals initiate in the same direction (high agree-
ment). Fitting a binomial generalized estimating
equation (GEE) model revealed that a baboon’s
probability of following depends on an interac-
tion between the number of initiators and their
directional agreement (Fig. 2 and table S2).
Overall, baboons aremost likely to followwhen
there are many initiators with high agreement.
However, when agreement is low, having more
concurrent initiators decreases the likelihood
that a baboon will follow anyone. This pattern
suggests that decisions are delayed when opin-
ions are split.
If social dominance plays a role in determin-

ing the outcomes of movement decisions (1),
the disproportionate influence of high-ranking
animals should be easiest to observe when single
individuals make movement initiations (single-
initiator events). We found no evidence of this.
The dominant male did not have the highest
probability of being followed, dominance rank
(20) did not correlate with initiation success, and
no sex differences existed in initiation success
(fig. S1, binomial GLMM: coefficient (male) T SE =
–0.222 T 0.159, z = –1.402, P = 0.161, initiator and
follower fit as random effects), despite males
being dominant over females (11). Instead, we
found that baboons are more likely to follow
initiators who move in a highly directed manner
(fig. S2), which is consistent with the findings of
a previous study (17).
Whenmultiple members of the troop initiate

movement simultaneously, followers must de-

cide in which direction to move. Theory (22) pre-
dicts that, when preferred directions conflict,
the type of consensus achieved will depend on
the angle between these directions (angle of dis-
agreement, Fig. 3A). When this angle is large,
the group travels in one direction or the other
(“choose”). Below a critical angle, the same in-
dividual rules result in the group moving in the
average of preferred directions (“compromise”).
Our data reveal that baboon followers exhibit
these two predicted regimes. In events with two
initiators, followers consistently choose one di-
rection or the other when the angle between the
initiators’ directions is greater than approximate-
ly 90°, but they compromise when the angle falls

below this threshold (Fig. 3B, (20)). The same
pattern emerges in eventswithmultiple initiators
clustered into two subgroups (Fig. 3C).
When initiators have strongly conflicting

directions, how do followers choose which di-
rection to take? When facing a choice between
two subgroups of initiators, followers are more
likely to move toward the direction of the ma-
jority. This tendency grows stronger as the nu-
meric difference between the two subgroups
increases (Fig. 4), which is consistent with the-
oretical (3, 6, 22) and empirical studies (3, 5, 23).
Individuals’ choices also scale up to group move-
ment. After such conflicts, the troop’s travel di-
rection is positively correlated with the direction
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Fig. 3. As predicted by collective movement models (A), as the angle be-
tween initiation directions increases, baboon followers exhibit a transi-
tion from compromising (moving in the average of the two directions)
to choosing one direction over the other. (B to D) Plots show the empirical
distribution of follower movement directions as a function of the angle of
disagreement between two initiators (B) or two subgroups of initiators (C).

Regions divided by dotted lines are statistically assigned to (i) compromise,
(ii) transitional, and (iii) choose (fig. S9). Solid white lines show themedian of
the directions taken for each mode. Dashed white lines represent the expected
direction when compromising (middle line) or choosing (top/bottom lines).
When the number of individuals in the clusters differs by 1, followers are more
likely to move toward the majority (i.e., along the horizontal line) (D).
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Fig. 4. When initiation directions conflict, followers choose the direction of the largest subgroup
of initiators. (A) Empirical data are in black; error bars are 95% confidence intervals estimated by 1000
bootstrapped replications of the data.The red line shows a sigmoidal fit to the data.The tendency to follow
the majority is maintained regardless of the total number of initiators (B to D) or whether the troop is
moving or stationary (fig. S6).
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associated with successful (but not failed) sub-
groups of initiators (fig. S4). Thus, failed ini-
tiators ultimately move in the direction of the
majority (away from their original initiation
directions), maintaining cohesion with others.
The failure of high-ranking individuals to

dominate movement decisions highlights an
important distinction between social status and
leadership in wild baboons. Although field-based
experiments suggest that dominant individ-
uals, when highly motivated, can shape group
movement patterns to their advantage (1), our
results provide evidence that the decision-making
process driving day-to-day movement patterns
in baboons is fundamentally shared. Our study
emphasizes the power of using high-resolution
GPS tracking data to uncover the interdepen-
dencies of animal movements. In conjunction
with the rich individual-level data that long-term
observational studies provide, these methods
open up a new window into the social dynamics
of wild animal groups.
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SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION

Structural basis for nucleotide
exchange in heterotrimeric G proteins
Ron O. Dror,1*†‡ Thomas J. Mildorf,1* Daniel Hilger,2* Aashish Manglik,2

David W. Borhani,1 Daniel H. Arlow,1§ Ansgar Philippsen,1 Nicolas Villanueva,3

Zhongyu Yang,4 Michael T. Lerch,4 Wayne L. Hubbell,4 Brian K. Kobilka,2

Roger K. Sunahara,3|| David E. Shaw1,5†

G protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) relay diverse extracellular signals into cells by
catalyzing nucleotide release from heterotrimeric G proteins, but the mechanism
underlying this quintessential molecular signaling event has remained unclear. Here we use
atomic-level simulations to elucidate the nucleotide-release mechanism.We find that the G
protein a subunit Ras and helical domains—previously observed to separate widely upon
receptor binding to expose the nucleotide-binding site—separate spontaneously and
frequently even in the absence of a receptor. Domain separation is necessary but not
sufficient for rapid nucleotide release. Rather, receptors catalyze nucleotide release by
favoring an internal structural rearrangement of the Ras domain that weakens its
nucleotide affinity. We use double electron-electron resonance spectroscopy and protein
engineering to confirm predictions of our computationally determined mechanism.

G
protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs), which
represent the largest class of drug tar-
gets, trigger cellular responses to external
stimuli primarily by activating heterotri-
meric G proteins: An activatedGPCR, upon

binding an inactive, guanosine diphosphate (GDP)–
bound G protein, dramatically accelerates GDP
release, thus allowing guanosine triphosphate
(GTP) to bind spontaneously to the vacated
nucleotide-binding site (1, 2). This nucleotide
exchange initiates G protein–mediated intra-
cellular signaling. Despite breakthroughs in GPCR
structure determination (3–5), key aspects of the

molecular mechanism by which GPCRs accelerate
GDP release remain unresolved.
Heterotrimeric G proteins undergo a dramatic

conformational change upon binding activated
GPCRs (Fig. 1, A and B). Double electron-electron
resonance (DEER) spectroscopy has demonstrated
that the Ras and helical domains of the G protein
a subunit (Ga), which tightly sandwich the nu-
cleotide in all nucleotide-bound G protein crystal
structures, separate by tens of angstroms upon
GPCR binding and GDP release (6). A crystal
structure of a GPCR–G protein complex (4), and
accompanying deuterium-exchange and electron
microscopy data (7, 8), confirmed this dramatic
domain separation.
These observations have raised several unre-

solved questions (4, 9). What is the role of do-
main separation in GDP release? Does a GPCR
catalyze GDP release by forcing the domains to
separate, or does the GPCR force out GDP, with
the absence of GDP leading to subsequent do-
main separation? More generally, what is the
structural mechanism by which a GPCR brings
about GDP release?
To address these questions, we performed

atomic-level molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions of heterotrimeric G proteins with and
without bound GPCRs. We initiated simulations
from crystal structures of nucleotide-bound G
protein heterotrimers [in particular, Gi (10) and a
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Shared decision-making drives collective movement in wild baboons
Ariana Strandburg-Peshkin, Damien R. Farine, Iain D. Couzin and Margaret C. Crofoot
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movement decisions emerged via a shared process. Thus, democracy may be an inherent trait of collective behavior.
baboon troop continuously over the course of their daily activities. Even within this highly socially structured species, 

 monitored all the individuals within aet al.such democracy may be complicated by dominance. Strandburg-Peshkin 
shaping overall collective behavior. In animals with hierarchical social structures such as primates or wolves, however,
from schooling animals suggests that the process is somewhat democratic, with nearest neighbors and the majority 
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